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hoaspartate probe unravels CprR
as a response regulator in Pseudomonas aeruginosa
interkingdom signaling†

Patrick W. A. Allihn, a Mathias W. Hackl, a Christina Ludwig, b

Stephan M. Hacker *c and Stephan A. Sieber *a

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a difficult-to-treat Gram-negative bacterial pathogen causing life-threatening

infections. Adaptive resistance (AR) to cationic peptide antibiotics such as polymyxin B impairs the

therapeutic success. This self-protection is mediated by two component systems (TCSs) consisting of

a membrane-bound histidine kinase and an intracellular response regulator (RR). As phosphorylation of

the key RR aspartate residue is transient during signaling and hydrolytically unstable, the study of these

systems is challenging. Here, we apply a tailored reverse polarity chemical proteomic strategy to capture

this transient modification and read-out RR phosphorylation in complex proteomes using a nucleophilic

probe. In-depth mechanistic insights into an ideal trapping strategy were performed with a recombinant

RR demonstrating the importance of fine-tuned acidic pH values to facilitate the attack on the aspartate

carbonyl C-atom and prevent unproductive hydrolysis. Analysis of Bacillus subtilis and P. aeruginosa

proteomes revealed the detection of multiple annotated phosphoaspartate (pAsp) sites of known RRs in

addition to many new potential pAsp sites. With this validated strategy we dissected the signaling of

dynorphin A, a human peptide stress hormone, which is sensed by P. aeruginosa to prepare AR.

Intriguingly, our methodology identified CprR as an unprecedented RR in dynorphin A interkingdom

signaling.
Introduction

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a Gram-negative bacterial pathogen, is
listed by the WHO as a critical priority for the development of
novel antibiotics to ght multiresistance.1 Its intricate patho-
genesis mechanisms cause severe diseases such as pneumonia
in cystic brosis patients.2,3 These mechanisms are controlled
by elaborate signaling mechanisms, which coordinate pop-
ulation density (quorum sensing), virulence and antibiotic
defense.4,5

P. aeruginosa was recently shown to sense the human peptide
hormone dynorphin, which is secreted by eukaryotic cells upon
stress e.g. induced by bacterial infections.6 While dynorphin
only exhibits moderate antibiotic activity, other cationic anti-
microbial peptides, produced in response to the infection, are
able to destroy the intruding pathogen.7 Recently, chemical
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proteomics revealed that dynorphin A is sensed by the P. aeru-
ginosa two-component system ParRS, which leads to upregula-
tion of the antimicrobial peptide response mediated by the
ArnBCADTEF system.8 This interkingdom signaling between
a human stress hormone and P. aeruginosa confers a competi-
tive advantage to the pathogen, which listens in on the human
defense mechanism and thereby prepares itself for a forth-
coming attack.

ParR and ParS belong to the prevalent group of two-
component gene regulatory systems (TCS) with crucial roles
for the physiology and pathogenicity of bacteria (Fig. 1a).9 They
are composed of a membrane-bound histidine kinase (HK) and
a response regulator (RR). Signal transduction occurs via
sensing of external stimuli and signal relay to the kinase
domain, which induces autophosphorylation of a histidine
residue. In a second step the phosphate group is shuttled from
the histidine to a conserved aspartate of the RR yielding phos-
phoaspartate (pAsp) and inducing further downstream
signaling.

TCSs facilitate rapid signaling events such as driving motility
changes in chemotaxis,10 expression of virulence factors in
quorum sensing6 and triggering adaptive resistance.11 In
contrast to the chemically stable phosphorylation of serine,
threonine and tyrosine in eukaryotic cells, the prokaryotic pAsp
is a mixed carboxylic acid–phosphoric acid anhydride (acyl
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 4763–4770 | 4763
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Fig. 1 Architecture of two-component system signaling and chemical trapping of pAsp. (a) Upon an external signal, the membrane-bound
histidine kinase is autophosphorylated on a conserved His residue (1), followed by phosphotransfer to a conserved Asp residue of its cognate
response regulator (2). Upon a conformational change, the response regulator binds to target genes and regulates their expression (3). (b)
Hydroxylamine-based probes attack either the carbonyl-C (pH¼ 4) or the phosphate-P-atom (pH¼ 7) of pAsp. (c) Probes used for RP-ABPP for
the detection of pAsp by Chang et al. (DBHA)14 and in this study (HA-yne).
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phosphate), which has limited half-life under neutral, acidic
and alkaline conditions12 impeding its detection via common
analytical methods such as immobilized metal affinity chro-
matography (IMAC) followed by liquid chromatography coupled
to tandem MS (LC-MS/MS). Thus, a chemical methodology is
required, which rapidly transforms the labile acyl phosphate
into a stable modication that can be detected using standard
proteomic workows. Here, a-effect nucleophiles such as
hydroxylamine capture the labile modication yielding stable
N-hydroxy-asparagine derivatives (Fig. 1b).13 This reaction
requires slightly acidic conditions in order to promote a selec-
tive attack at the carbonyl C-atom, while neutral conditions
favor phosphate cleavage by attack on the P-atom.12,15 To expand
the chemical proteomic toolbox for monitoring pAsp modi-
cations, Chang et al. recently introduced a desthiobiotin con-
taining hydroxylamine (DBHA) probe facilitating the proling
of pAsp in Escherichia coli proteomes under neutral pH
(Fig. 1c).14

We here provide in-depth molecular insights into the
preferred nucleophilic attack of hydroxylamine probes under
different pH values and demonstrate the importance of acidic
conditions along with solubilizing detergents for selective
modication of the aspartate carboxylate during the reverse
polarity activity based proling (RP-ABPP) approach.16 More-
over, our study accounts for the reactivity toward other elec-
trophilic residues and elucidates their overall impact on model
proteins. The tailored conditions of these model studies were
integrated into an advanced chemical proteomic platform
featuring a minimal clickable17 hydroxylamine alkyne probe
4764 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 4763–4770
(HA-yne) with access to sterically demanding protein pockets
(Fig. 1c) as well as the application of isotopically labeled des-
thiobiotin azide (isoDTB) tags18 for the detection and quanti-
cation of modied sites. This methodology revealed 123 HA-yne
modied aspartate sites with high delity. These ne-tuned
conditions enabled the surprising discovery of dynorphin A-
mediated phosphorylation of the RR CprR, a so far unknown
target in interkingdom signaling.
Results
Acyl phosphates are trapped as stable hydroxamates under
optimized acidic conditions

In this work, we aimed to decipher the role of dynorphin A in
interkingdom signaling by unraveling its RRs in P. aeruginosa.
Prior to these studies, we rened the nucleophilic proling
platform to become most efficient for this need. As previous
work did not focus on the molecular basis of the nucleophile
reaction with acyl phosphates within proteins, we initiated this
study with a well-established model RR from E. coli termed
PhoB. PhoB is a key regulator in E. coli phosphate metabolism,
which is phosphorylated at Asp53 by the sensor histidine kinase
PhoR to initiate transcription of its client genes.19–21 E. coli PhoB
was recombinantly overexpressed, puried and phosphorylated
at Asp53 in vitro with acetyl phosphate as a phosphor donor.21,22

Intact protein MS (IPMS) conrmed the addition of one phos-
phate group to PhoB, while a corresponding aspartate-to-
asparagine (D53N) mutation prevented this modication
demonstrating site specicity (Fig. 2 and S1, ESI†). To probe the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Intact-protein mass spectrometric (IPMS) assay for the in vitro phosphorylation and chemical trapping of pAsp of model response
regulator PhoB of E. coli. (a) PhoB (green) was phosphorylated in vitrowith acetyl phosphate (red) and converted with 500mM hydroxylamine or
HA-yne at pH¼ 4 (blue). (b and c) IPMS assay results using hydroxylamine (b) andHA-yne (c). In vitro phosphorylation yielded around 50% pPhoB,
which was quantitatively converted with both nucleophiles.
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conversion of phosphorylated D53 with a strong a-effect
nucleophile, we treated phosphorylated PhoB with sterically
unhindered hydroxylamine at previously established pH ¼ 7
(nal concentration of NH2OH HCl ¼ 0.5 M) in a time-
dependent intact protein MS assay. However, this experiment
resulted in a lack of hydroxylamine labeling in line with the
favored attack at the phosphorous atom eventually leading to
the unmodied aspartate residue. (Fig. S2, ESI†).15,23 In order to
mediate an attack at the carbonyl C-atom, we conducted the
same experiment at acidic pH (pH ¼ 4)15,23 and a rapid modi-
cation to N4-hydroxyasparagine was observed within minutes
with quantitative conversion aer 30 min (Fig. 2b and S3a,
ESI†). As expected, unphosphorylated PhoB did not show any
mass change (Fig. S4, ESI†). We thus conclude that acidic pH is
crucial for productive acyl phosphate trapping and maximizing
labeling efficiency.

Prior to the analysis of pAsp modications in complex bio-
logical samples, the sensitivity of detection needed to be
enhanced by application of an enrichment strategy. In order to
minimize undesired steric clashes within protein pockets, we
synthesized a minimal hydroxylamine probe linked to an alkyne
handle (HA-yne), which was previously used for oxime ligations
(Fig. 1c).24 Once its reaction with pAsp is complete, desthio-
biotin azide can be clicked to the alkyne functional group
facilitating subsequent affinity enrichment. Furthermore, the
modular nature of the alkyne handle has the advantage that it
allows attachment of various labels for different detection
methods like uorophores for gel-based analysis or isoDTB
tags18 for quantitative proteomics. Similar to hydroxylamine,
the HA-yne probe led to rapid conversion of phosphorylated
PhoB under the set conditions of pH¼ 4 (Fig. 2c and S3b, ESI†).

For the application of the probe in whole proteomes, it is
crucial to trap the transient acyl phosphate modications
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
rapidly upon cell lysis. We thus added the probe directly to the
lysis buffer (pH ¼ 4). Labeling of B. subtilis revealed an almost
quantitative protein precipitation attributed to the high probe
concentration at acidic labeling conditions (Fig. S5, ESI†). A
screen of diverse detergents demonstrated that the addition of
1% (w/v) lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO) maintains protein
solubility (Fig. S6, ESI†). Labeling under these conditions,
acidic pH and LDAO, resulted in the detection of strong uo-
rescent bands upon clicking the probe to rhodamine azide and
uorescent SDS-PAGE analysis. Sufficient labeling intensity was
observed at high concentrations starting at 125 mM HA-yne
(Fig. S7, ESI†), which we set as ideal parameters for subsequent
LC-MS/MS studies. We next spiked HA-yne labeled PhoB into
the labeled proteome, clicked to commercially available des-
thiobiotin azide and upon streptavidin bead enrichment,
proteolytic digestion and elution from the beads, the peptides
were subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis. Our chemoproteomic
workow successfully identied the HA-yne modication at the
expected residue D53 of PhoB (Fig. 3).
A hydroxylamine-alkyne probe reveals modied aspartate sites
at conserved response regulator motifs in bacterial proteomes

With optimized conditions for proteome labeling in hand, we
commenced with the analysis of modication sites in B. subtilis
and P. aeruginosa proteomes. In brief, following HA-yne treat-
ment during cell lysis, the proteome was clicked to desthio-
biotin azide, digested and peptides were enriched on
streptavidin beads followed by LC-MS/MS analysis (Fig. 4a and
S8, ESI†). Overall, we detected 141 and 198 modied Asp sites
with high delity in B. subtilis and P. aeruginosa, respectively,
which includes 15% (6/41) and 19% (18/93) of known pAsp sites
from UniProt (Fig. 4b, d and Table S1, ESI†).28 Moreover, within
pAsp annotated proteins the expected pAsp residue was
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 4763–4770 | 4765



Fig. 3 Annotated MS2 spectrum of the HA-yne-modified PhoB
peptide. For RP-ABPP method development, HA-yne modified E. coli
PhoB (Fig. 2c) was spiked into a labeled bacterial proteome, clicked to
desthiobiotin-azide, enriched, digested and subjected to LC-MS/MS
analysis. The predicted pAsp peptide was identified with the modifi-
cation at the annotated position (D53) using MaxQuant software.25
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modied almost exclusively (24/25). Within this dataset, so far
only poorly characterized proteins, like the probable response
regulators PA2798 and PA1243, were detected with modication
at the expected residues conrming these pAsp sites. Hence,
our method veries many phosphoaspartate sites experimen-
tally and represents a complementary strategy to the annotation
by sequence similarity. Furthermore, many new potential pAsp
sites were detected. An overlay of all identied sequences in P.
aeruginosa revealed distinct similarities with the pAsp motif of
known RRs (Fig. 4c). Nevertheless, the motifs were not identical
and for B. subtilis (Fig. 4e) the resemblance was rather weak
pointing to the fact that we also detect many modications that
do not reside in previously known sequence motifs. In P. aeru-
ginosa, positions �5 (D), +3 (M), +4 (P), +6 (M) and +8 (G) show
a distinct similarity. Accordingly, signal transduction RR
domains were among the top enriched protein domains
(Fig. S9, ESI†). The sequence motif enrichment of this rened
methodology is more pronounced compared to the previous
study demonstrating the general utility of the approach in acyl
phosphate trapping.14 As we cannot a priori exclude the capture
of other electrophilic modications such as ADP-ribosylation,29

glutamate methylation30 and transamidation31 we extended our
analysis to all amino acids as possible modication sites. To our
surprise we obtained signicant labeling at Glu, Asn and Gln
which cumulated in about 6000 additional sites, foremost on
Gln, in both proteomes (Fig. S10 and Table S1, ESI†). Regarding
Glu modied peptides in both organisms, positions �1 (V), +1
(V) and +2 (D) show signicant preferences. Interestingly, in P.
aeruginosa, the sequence around the modied residue for Glu,
Asn, Gln shows a signicant enrichment of lysine residues.
Furthermore, Asn and Gln modied sequences also show
a preference for acidic residues, which is even more
pronounced in B. subtilis (Fig. S11, ESI†). As previous work did
not account for modication sites other than Asp, we further
4766 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 4763–4770
investigated if the applied labeling conditions could be
responsible for this effect. It is known that Asn and Gln con-
taining peptides can form succinimide as well as glutarimide
intermediates which could be attacked by nucleophiles result-
ing in ring opening and covalent bond formation (Fig. S12,
ESI†).32–35 Although this deamidation reaction may only occur to
a minor extent, the MS workow would still be sensitive enough
for its detection. We thus performed a quantitative analysis on
test proteins, a-Casein, BSA and phosphorylated PhoB, which
we treated with the probe under labeling conditions and
determined the extent of probe addition on each protein.
Interestingly, while phosphorylated D53 on PhoB was labeled
with near quantitative conversion, modication of unphos-
phorylated proteins was not detected (Fig. S13, ESI†). As we do
not detect strong modication of any of the unmodied
proteins, we can at this stage not fully explain the reactivity at
Glu, Asn and Gln in the proteome. As we identied a specic
sequence motif for these sites (Fig. S11, ESI†), it might be that
this protein sequence leads to an unidentied electrophilic acyl
modication. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that, while in
general modied sites of predominantly high abundance
proteins are detected (Fig. S14, ESI†), annotated pAsp sites are
also detected in low abundance proteins. In line with our initial
goal, we thus recommend utilizing this strategy for detection of
Asp phosphorylation.
Dynorphin A exposure uncovers CprR as a response regulator
in P. aeruginosa interkingdom signaling

The rened and validated workow was nally utilized for the
investigation of downstream dynorphin A signaling in P. aeru-
ginosa. Dynorphin A treatment was performed applying condi-
tions of our previously established AfBPP method for target
identication of a dynorphin A photoprobe.8 Cells were treated
with either dynorphin A or DMSO for either 1, 5 or 15 min fol-
lowed byHA-yne addition during lysis. The shorter dynorphin A
treatment durations compared to our AfBPP method (30 min)
were used in order to enable the capture of transient phos-
phoaspartate modications for fast dynorphin A induced
signaling events. Proteomes were clicked to desthiobiotin azide,
digested and peptides enriched on streptavidin beads followed
by LC-MS/MS analysis to unravel their identity and site of
modication. Overall, 103 vs. 113 modied Asp sites were
detected in dynorphin A treated and untreated samples,
respectively (Table S1, ESI†). Importantly, among the annotated
pAsp sites only one residue, D53 in the protein assigned as
cationic peptide response regulator (CprR), was solely present
in the dynorphin A treated sample at all time points. While we
cannot directly prove phosphorylation of D53 of CprR using our
method as other electrophilic modications would lead to the
same readout, the detected peptide was modied at the pre-
dicted position of the well-known motif and, therefore, phos-
phorylation of CprR at D53 is rmly assumed to be the
modication providing the electrophilic acyl group for HA-yne
conversion. CprR and its cognate sensor kinase CprS belong to
a family of TCSs, which sense environmental signals such as
antibiotics to activate the expression of the arn
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 RP-ABPP workflow and binding site analysis. (a) Bacterial cells of P. aeruginosa and B. subtilis were lysed in a buffer containing the
nucleophilic HA-yne probe (125 mM) at pH ¼ 4 and clicked to desthiobiotin-azide (DTB-PEG3-N3). Modified proteins were tryptically digested,
enriched on streptavidin beads, eluted from the beads and subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis. (b and d) Table of HA-yne modified sites in P.
aeruginosa and B. subtilis, that also have UniProt annotated pAsp sites. Additionally, the corresponding genes, TCSs and their implications are
listed. For the complete list of modified sites see Table S1 (ESI†). Only sites with an Andromeda26 localization probability exceeding 75% for the
relativeHA-ynemodified residue were included in the analysis using MaxQuant software.25 (c and e) Comparison of pAsp annotated andHA-yne
modified sequence motifs in P. aeruginosa and B. subtilis using pLogo.27 Residues at positions ranging from �10 to +10 next to the modification
site were included in the analysis. pAsp annotated and HA-yne modified sequences (fg) were compared with the complete proteomic back-
ground (bg) in P. aeruginosa or B. subtilis from the UniProt database.28 Red horizontal bars indicate the Bonferroni-corrected statistical
significance (p ¼ 0.05).

Edge Article Chemical Science
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) modication operon.36 The corre-
sponding modication of negatively charged LPS with positively
charged arabinosamine reduces cationic peptide binding and
facilitates adaptive resistance. Similar to the ParRS mediated
arn activation via dynorphin A sensing, CprRS has been shown
to respond to cationic peptide antibiotics such as polymyxin B.36
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
To further boost sensitivity and enable direct quantication
of sites, we applied the recently introduced isoDTB tags,18

utilizing heavy and light isotopes incorporated in the linker of
the desthiobiotin azide. Their use allows a direct, quantitative
comparison of pooled samples treated with dynorphin A or the
control, respectively (Fig. 5a). Intriguingly, this experiment
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 4763–4770 | 4767



Fig. 5 RP-isoDTB workflow for quantitative MS1 and MS2 (PRM) analysis. (a) Intact cells of P. aeruginosa were treated with DMSO or 10 mM
dynorphin A (Dyn), lysed in a buffer containing the nucleophilicHA-yne probe (125mM) at pH 4 and clicked to the isoDTB tags. Modified proteins
were combined, tryptically digested, enriched on streptavidin beads, eluted from the beads and subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis. (b) Waterfall
plot representing the ratio between dynorphin A (light) and DMSO (heavy) treatedHA-ynemodified Asp and Glu residues. Red dots indicate sites,
that are also annotated as pAsp sites in UniProt. (c) PRM transitions (Dyn/light vs.DMSO/heavy) of pAsp annotated andHA-ynemodified peptides
of response regulators CprR and ParR. Data was analyzed using the Skyline software.37 MS2 ratios of 20.8 and 2.0 were obtained for CprR and
ParR, respectively, unraveling CprR as the only protein with highly enhanced modification.
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revealed D53 of CprR with the highest intensity ratio (dynorphin
A treated vs. untreated ¼ 16.2) among all detected modication
sites (Fig. 5b, S15 and Table S1, ESI†). To directly compare our
ndings to those from our previous AfBPP study, we repeated
the experiment with 30 min dynorphin A treatment, which
resulted in a comparable CprR ratio of 12.0. (Fig. S16a, b and
Table S1, ESI†).

ParR, the cognate RR of the previously identied dynorphin
A target sensor histidine kinase ParS, was solely detected upon
dynorphin A treatment so that no ratio could be obtained. For
a closer inspection of the ratios we performed parallel reaction
monitoring (PRM) measurements with precursors for peptides
containing D53 of CprR and D57 of ParR in the inclusion list for
MS2 fragmentation during the whole chromatographic run
(Table S2, ESI†). This method enabled the detection of the two
corresponding modied peptides and revealed a ratio of 2.0 for
ParR and a higher ratio for CprR of 20.8 (Fig. 5c and Table S2,
ESI†). Again, 30 min dynorphin A treatment yielded a similar
outcome with ratios of 19.4 and 2.8 for CprR and ParR,
respectively (Fig. S16c and Table S2, ESI†). These results
suggest, that under the given conditions, dynorphin A elicits
a much stronger response via CprR as compared to ParR,
highlighting the importance to study multiple bacterial sensory
4768 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 4763–4770
systems via tailored chemical tools in order to fully decipher the
multiple facets, sensor kinase binding and corresponding RR
phosphorylation, of the antimicrobial peptide response.
Conclusions

Given the impressive success of phosphoproteomics to study
signaling networks in eukaryotic cells, the exploration of
prokaryotic phosphorylation signals lacks behind. One reason
is the prevalent but transient modication of aspartate result-
ing in a labile acyl phosphate group, which escapes detection by
conventional methods. The capture of this modication by
strong nucleophiles is a promising approach, however, care has
to be taken in the selection of appropriate labeling conditions in
order to maximize the yield and delity. Our study revealed that
the addition of a minimal hydroxylamine-alkyne probe at pH ¼
4 supplemented with a solubilizing detergent favors the desired
attack on the aspartate carbonyl C-atom and maximizes the
readout of conserved RR sites in whole proteomes. This
approach was validated by the detection of about 20% of all
known RRs with modication at the known pAsp sites but also
a large number of so far unknown sites. Interestingly, an
alignment of all detected aspartate-modied peptides in P.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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aeruginosa displayed similarity to the conserved RR consensus
motif suggesting that the method not only reports known but
also putative unknown signaling systems. Given the prevalence
of open reading frames encoding regulator proteins in P. aeru-
ginosa, these ndings will be subject to further functional
studies.

The tailored alkyne probe (HA-yne) is readily accessible and
the reported procedures should allow straightforward imple-
mentation for the detection of this important post-translational
modication in other laboratories. HA-yne for the rst time
allows phosphoaspartate monitoring through downstream
application of click chemistry, which largely increases the ex-
ibility of the approach. Besides the possibility of attaching
desthiobiotin azide for enrichment, this modular nature of the
technology enabled straightforward implementation of uo-
rescence gel-based assays using a uorescent azide and appli-
cation of the probe in the isoDTB-ABPP platform, which allowed
quantitatively understanding of TCS signaling processes.

The main goal of implementing this rened prokaryotic
phosphoproteomic platform was the application in deciphering
molecular details of P. aeruginosa cationic peptide signaling.
While ParS has been detected as a direct target of dynorphin A
previously via a complementary affinity-based protein proling
(AfBPP) approach to identify sensor histidine kinases, we here
show that under the selected conditions its cognate RR ParR is
only slightly stronger modied in response to dynorphin A
treatment. Unexpectedly, we here identify CprR as a modied
and presumably phosphorylated RR, whose native histidine
kinase CprS was not discovered by the previous AfBPP method.
Thus, the two approaches (AfBPP and pAsp-trapping) unravel
a high degree of complementarity with useful applications in
deciphering bacterial signaling.
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